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With dozens of industry standard programming languages and hundreds of other active languages to consider, choosing the best programming language to learn can be tough. If you are going to pour thousands of hours into your studies and practice, you want the result to be useful. To be fair, there are many strong options (including
Java, Python, C) and you can't go wrong with any of them. But if you could only choose one language to learn and master in the future, there is no competition: it should be JavaScript. JavaScript is easy to pick up a bounce forward: easily is relative when it comes to programming languages. If you don't have coding experience, it will be a
difficult path no matter which language you choose. But compared to alternatives, JavaScript is way there on an easy scale. In fact, we previously recommended JavaScript for newbie programming. JavaScript also has an extremely soft syntax. There are several ways to solve a problem, and it is not an opinion, so it won't force you to
write code in a certain way. Want to use an object-oriented structure? Ok. Or not? That's okay, too. JavaScript is dynamic and poorly hired, so you don't have to worry too much about strict data structures, variable assignments, etc. JavaScript is one of the highest programming languages available today, which means that it is far from the
nitty-gritty parts of computers. You write a human-read code that translates with JavaScript, and you never have to deal with memory, caches, bits, or anything else that can catch you. Learn more about the differences between high-level and low-level languages. JavaScript also has a huge community of veterans and beginners alike. You
can find a plentiful number of free tutorials and online courses with one web search, as well as several paid courses, most of which are well worth the money. The resources are endless. There are a lot of forums. If you ever feel stuck, you can always find sources of help. JavaScript can be used for everything well, everything can be
hyperbolic. But it is true that JavaScript, arguably the most universal language of all time, is able to create all kinds of software and are applicable to almost all kinds of programming. Some interesting things you can do with JavaScript: Dynamic websites. JavaScript is the only language that can create dynamic web front ends, so it's a
must learn if you want to create cutting-edge web tools. But these days, JavaScript can also be used to handle back-end servers, replacing more traditional languages such as PHP and ASP. We recommend the React web platform, which handles both front and rear Mobile apps. That's right, JavaScript can be used to create apps for
Android and iOS! And not just web apps wrapped in a mobile engine, but truly native apps. See our JavaScript JavaScript review framework to get an idea of what's out there and what's possible. Cross-platform desktop apps. You can create full desktop apps with JavaScript and Electron Open Framework. In many cases, this allows you
to support a web application and additionally export to desktop platforms with minimal effort. High-profile examples of apps include Visual Studio Code, Discord and Mailspring. Bots and API tools. GitHub is packed with tons of open source JavaScript bots and code bases that you can use to create interesting tools, especially those that
interact with existing APIs provided by the services (e.g. Slack, Discord, PayPal, Spotify, Reddit, etc.). Raspberry Pi and Arduino. Of the much different ways to use the Raspberry Pi, one of the most interesting ideas involves automating aspects of your home using a combination of Raspberry Pi, Arduino and Node.js (JavaScript
environment). Programmable unmanned aerial vehicles. If you're into drones and quadcopters, then you may be interested in Nodecopter, Node.js Library, which allows you to program the Parrot AR 2.0 drone to do things like take off, set, turn, fly a certain path, and more. JavaScript Coders are in high demand according to the TIOBE
index, JavaScript is the 6th most popular language in the world. According to Gooroo Analytics (Broken URL Removed), JavaScript is the second most sought-after programming language for professionals in the United States, beaten only by the ubiquitous Java. In December 2017, more than 7,200 JavaScript job advertisements were
published per month. According to PayScale, the average base salary of a JavaScript developer is $72,500. If you niche down, it can get much higher. For example, the Front-End web developer has an average base salary of $88,500, while The Front-End senior developer has an average base salary of $119,500. Your mileage can vary,
of course, but it all just goes to show that you can make a decent living with JavaScript if you hone your skills and put yourself out there. And because JavaScript is so versatile, you can switch industry or career without having to learn a new programming language if you don't want to. Learn more about the most sought-after computer
programming jobs, how to write the perfect programming resume, and how to prepare for a programming interview. JavaScript has a bright future for ECMAScript in a largely standardized version of JavaScript that aims to improve the built-in flaws of the language. ECMAScript 6, also known as ES6, was released in 2015 and played a
huge role in revolutionizing the future value of language. Learn more about how ES6 changed the face of JavaScript. Ever ECMAScript is updated on the annual schedule, with ES6/ES2015 followed by ES2016 and most recently ES2017. On the day, ES2018 has been in the works for many months and it will be a few more months until it
is actually released. In addition, there is always a future version in the works (code name ES. Next). In other words, JavaScript JavaScript a developing language that adapts the needs of its community and the needs of the world. And let's not forget the overall growth of web development in general. Web apps are all the rage and there is
no sign of this trend stopping. Many IoT devices need their own user web portals and interfaces. And as more mobile and desktop applications are being written on JavaScript, they will still need JavaScript coders to maintain them for 5-10 years. How to learn JavaScript Right now we've covered some great free resources for JavaScript
learning, including a number of YouTube programming tutorial playlists (see those for JavaScript and web development). If you have some money to spare, you can also check out these JavaScript courses on Udemy. Whatever you do, we strongly recommend reading our article about tricks to learn a new programming language. You'll
also benefit from our comparison of the best JavaScript editors. How do you feel about JavaScript? Is there any other language that you consider to be the language of the future? Let us know in the comments below! Arduino launches Portenta Vision Shield New hardware add-on for Arduino Portenta H7 brings vision and sound to your
edge computing projects. Related Topics About author Joel Lee (1604 Articles Published) More from Joel Lee For many digital products, poor user interface design and UX can sink the fate of the application, even if basic engineering is powerful and innovative. (Remember the color?) But what about the interfaces behind the interface, the
ones that developers spend hundreds or thousands of hours interacting with while they build software for the rest of us? Yes, I'm talking about programming languages. If you haven't had specialized training, looking at lines of code like reading hieroglyphics is only less intuitive. According to the findings of researchers from the University
of Southern Illinois, this reaction is not just because you n00b: they found that Perl, the primary programming language used by untold developers zillions, is no more intuitive to beginners than a language with randomly generated syntax. Why shouldn't these interfaces be humanely designed? Let it sink. Programming languages are tools
that people have developed for a specific purpose. What this study has shown is that the design of this particular tool, Perl, is so ridiculously opaque that, from the perspective of a novice programmer, a string of characters beat the monkey on the keyboard would literally make an equal amount of sense. Oh. Of course, the researchers did
not intend to remove Pearl. They conducted experiments to determine the suitability of the quorum, the so-called evidence-based programming language, whose design was based on surveys, use studies and field trials. We noticed that beginners are learning to program in or at a younger level, there may be significant difficulties in
learning the syntax of general purpose programming languages, which may initially seem arbitrary, authors write. They created a placebo language called Randomo, whose syntax was randomly generated, for use in trials along with kovrum and Pearl. Beginner programmers were able to more accurately write examples of programs in the
quorum against Perl - an interesting, but not very surprising result. More surprising was how Pearl compared to Randomo. According to the newspaper: Pearl users were not able to write programs more accurately than those who use language developed by accident. I asked Andreas Stefik, the lead author of the article, that the design
attributes proof based on a programming language like quorum that made it easier for beginners to use accurately. He said their testing for usability showed that simply finding natural language replacements for some of the most cinky syntax has come a long way. For example: integer i 0 repeats 10 times i q 1 end which still looks mostly
as Greek to me, but Stefik compares it to this equivalent statement in Java (which is similar to Perl some ways, he says): for (int i 0; i zlt; i) - that's not Greek, it's Klingon. The Perl version uses fewer characters that many geeks no doubt consider more effective or accurate; but Stelick says the version of the quorum performs exactly the
same commands. I think that whenever you make product design easier there is a potential danger of removing features that experts need, he tells Co.Design. We try very hard not to. So why aren't all programming languages designed this way? I doubt that most language designers mean for their languages to be hard to understand or
use, stefik says. The problem is that programming languages are created either by a committee or by extreme technical masters with magical mathematical abilities. The broad academic community of computer science did not pay much attention to the yumo-language of programming. I think our discipline basically uses anecdotes to
argue about programming languages. So it's no surprise that the controversy is heating up. Startups like Codecademy, which seek to teach non-coderators to program, are white hot. Will they be needed if the programming languages themselves are better developed? Python can probably be considered easier to use than Perl, but it still
takes some manual work to get started with. But evidence-based programming languages are a fascinating change in traditional UI design practices. Every piece of software we use was written by other people, headed out by thousands of lines of code. Why wouldn't these interfaces be humanely designed like the ones we click and
swipe? Spend? principles of programming languages pdf. principles of programming languages notes. principles of programming languages tutorials point. principles of programming languages syllabus. principles of programming languages lecture notes ppt. principles of programming languages ppt. principles of programming languages
rutgers. principles of programming languages book
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